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Glen Gray, Homecoming Day To Attract 1000;
,
1 Barnet Program Features Princeton Game
Signed
Lacrosse
Homecoming
Charlie Barnet and Glen Gray
The "implausible brats" from
will be the featured band-leaders
In 1949's June Week festival. it Tigertown will spring on Homewas announced this week by June wood Field tomorrow afternoon
Week chairman, John Glass.
in an attempt to clip the wings
Barnet will furnish music for of the high-soaring _Blue Jay.
the Senior Prom June 9, while
The 2:30 .face-off, to be witGray and his band will highlight
nessed by an expected turn-away
the Sports Dance on June 7.
An important chatrge in the
June Week schedule was announced when "College Burlesque",
under Dick Tolley, originally
scheduled for _Wednesday night,
was changed to Friday night, June
10, on board the Moonlight Cruise.
Begins June 7

ss-

crowd of Homecoming Day rooters,
will be the first and last time that
the Jays will encounter a Big
Five opponent in their own nest.
Only a May 14 engagement with
Loyola and the crucial June 8
renewal of the Mt Washington
rivalry remain on the home card.

Lineups:

Saturday Victories

Over one thousand Hopkins old
timers, with graduate dates ranging from 1889 to 1948, will make
their annual pilgrimage to Homewood tomorrow to view the campus, their former classmates, and
the traditional _lacrosse struggle,
this year against Princeton.
The alumni will come from all
parts of the United States. One
notable of the class of 1894, Dr
Thomas F. Kane,.journeys all the
way from Seattle, Washington.
Parade Climaxes
The retournees' activities will
begin at 11 with a tour of the
Homewood campus under the
guidance of ODK leaders. The
Swarthmore baseball game is also
held at this time. This is followed
an hour and a half later by a
buffet luncheon on the gym.
Climax of the day will be, the
parade of the alumni. The graduateg will file out from behind
the gym, in chronological order
around the stadium and through
the far entrance of the field. After
Midfielder Bobby Sandell will face arraying on the green they will
(Continued on Page 2,
off against Princeton at 2:30.

June Week will begin Tuesday,
HOPKINS
While the liopkins stickmen PRINCETON
June 7, with the informal Sports
Dance. The lacrosse game with the were rompink. through an easy
Owen
Sollers
G.
Mt Washington Club will follow 21-1 victory over the Annapolis
Bunting
D
Erdman
Lacrosse Club, the men from
Oil Wednesday at 5 pm.
D
Winants ,
Gough
Princeton were also enjoying a
Thursday
night
the Senior
. Kalus
Gould
D
Prom, with Charlie Barnet presid- breather against Pennsylvania. It
Smith
M
Tucker
ing, will take place. The week wasn't until the first string Tiger
Sandell
M
Eccles
closes officially for Undergradu- alignment had built up a 13-4 lead
Adams
M
Gilbert
mid-way through the third period
ates with the. Moonlight Cruise
- Dickenson
Wolman
A
and the reserves had taken over,
Friday evening.
A
Shepard
Hahn
that the Quaker ten started to
Forbush
Hill
A
According to Charlie Higdon,
click and turn the result into a
plans for the cruise are well under
respectable 13-8 final.
way.
Princeton stick mentor Dieft
Colman will bring a squad that
•
gained experience from a 10-2 setback to Mt Washington and then
proceeded to add necessary confidence and coordination as they
When the Barnstormers pro- jug and electrical system had to
clawed out an 11-6 verdict over
duce their journalistic fantasy, he installed."
the Alumni, a 9-6 win over the
Much of this work was done by
Manhasset Club, and last week's Front Page, May 6 and 7, they will
be initiating the auditorium of the students themseves, but the
victory over Penn.
the ROTC building into its new major part of the electrical work
Princeton Problem

Front Page

Barnstormers Move To New Home

A powerful, speedy _attack but
a spotty defense are the chief
reports on Princeton 'that are influencing Jay coach Howdy Myers
as he prepares his performers for
the Tiger charge. Captain Mel
Dickenson, team high-scorer in '48
and one of th‹.._ finest creasemen
GLEN GRAY
in collegiate lacrosse, was injured
The formal Senior Banquet on in the opening minutes of the
Awe 11 will climax five days of Penn contest but is expected
to be
celebrating for the graduating
(Continued on. Page 10) class.
Strip Tickets
Senior strip tickets are selling
for $7.20 until May 15. Senior

pi.

Y Elections
This Tuesday

Elections to the YMCA Cabinet
will be held from 9 am Monday,
to 4 pm Tuesday in the lobby of
Levering hall by secret ballot, Bob
Porter, president of the Y announced this week.
.
Five men are to be elected to
fill the posts. Nominations, which
must be in the Y office by noon
tomorrow, may be made in two
ways. Petitions signed by ten Y
members are acceptable. The studeut cabinet also makes nominations.

to build the border lights to be
placed at the rear of the stage
for proper lighting. And again it
was the students who had to hang
the•curtain and repair, repaint and

role as the first permanent home had to be done by certified elec- install -the scenery, a single set
the theatrical group has had since tricians, if safety was to be main- which was borrowed from the
Hopkins Playshop.
the war.
tained.
Formerly housed in tile Barn,

Lighting Big Problem
Electrician's Work
"Lighting was the greatest
The work done by electricians
was that of installing outlets, problem,". said McCarter. "The
worked to hold them, and have rewiring and the installation of footlights had to be rewired, outtherefore transferred their scene the switch board.
lets had to be installed for the
But it was up to the students
of operations to the other end of
(Continued on Page 2)
•
the campus at a cost of nearly
$1,000.
the organization found that structure too limited and too over-

Work Involved
The move. however, does not
come without a great deal of

Rolling 'Crosse Ball Gathers
Gloss; Bricker There, Too

Special guests at the Cotillion caslon, and housing the ,-sensapreparation, and Daniel McCarter
production manager, this week Board's Homecoming "Lacrosse tional Blue Jays."
told something of 4the labor in- Ball" will be Dr Clark Bricker,
Tables will be available at the
volved in conditioning the Barn- former Hopkins chemistry profes- dance on the basis of first come,
stormer's new home for its role sor now connected with Princeton first served. Set-ups are to
be
University, and his wife, and served
to come.
anytime. The dance will
Gardner Mallonee.
last from nine until 1.
"The stage was a shell," he
Dr Bricker, formerly an assistsaid, "and an entirely new lightBob Buxhaum, newly elected
ant professor who taught the vice-president
of the sponsoring !
freshman general chemistry organization, stated, "When the

Spitzer Speaks

Dr Leo Spitzer of the RoEleven men have been nomimance Languages department
nated thus far. They are Sam
will speak next Thursday
Abrams, Al Bearden, Mort Blausevening at 8:15 before the
tein, Eugene Chase, Jack Dauber,
journal club. Dr Spitzer will
Bob Foster, 'torn Hubbard, Al
discuss
"Current
MisconKinsey, Bernard Major, Ben Milceptions about the Study of
ler,
and
Gil
Snyder.
up to $8.40
the Humanities."
The five men elected will choose
al cost for
their own officers in the future.
2)
aiiKaAtox'"

course, was until last year a pop- Lacrosse Ball really gets rolling,
ular figure about the campus. He it should be a great success since
is now doing work in the chem- everybody will want to celebrate
the victory over Princeton."
istry
department of Hopkin's
Plans for the dance were anafternoon lacrosse opponent.
nounced by the Cotillion Board.
Also announced recently were the
Blue Jays Hot
Tickets to the hop, which will aspirants NI. the two positions of
junior class representative to the
he informal, are rapidly selling at
Board.
$1.80 a piece._ Scene of the drag
Candidates are Samuel Freewill be the Hopkins gym, wear- land,
Edwin Goldstein, W Jolla
ing festive decorations for the oc- Merck, and Jesse Rosenberg.

-
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Front Page

New Home For Play
(Continued from Page 1)
McCarter, assisted by Robert
'spots' and other lights out front
and the fresnels had to be put in Zadek and Albert Holmes who take
back stage for the diffused light- care of the lighting and Robert
Klein who handles the sets, has
lag."
directed most of the work incurred
McCarter Directed
Tne properties for Front Page, In conditioning the ROTC audihe said, were nearly all gotten torium for the play.

Hood Girls
Guests of
`17, Frosh
Fifty Hood College girls are to
be guests of the Freshman Commission of the YMCA, April 23
24, it was announced this

and

week by Ben Miller, president of

the Commission.
Al Pearson, stage manager,
right here on -the campus. Needed
The girls will arrive Saturday
furniture was scouted out and will take over, however, while the
afternoon
for the lacrosse game
audiborrowed, and many of the actors play is actually before the
in the production brought in those , ence. He is In charge of the pro- and will attend the "Lacrosse
perty men, prompters and the like. Ball" with the fifty boys that have
'hand-props that were needed.

Committee Names Big-Name
Orchestra For June Week
(Ctmtinaea front Page 1)
seniors is mittee and their assignments are:
Dick Tolley — college -.burlesque;
$11.90.
Charlie Higdon — moonlight
The total price of individual
cruise; Don Paulus—Senior bantickets for underclassmen is $8.40. quet and ball; Morry Tannenbaum
Underclass 'strip tickets will sell --business manager; Jim Walsh—
for $6.00 if purchased before May publicity manager.
the

four

events

to

15, but the price will raise to
$7.20 after that date.

New Blades
Scab barded

The senior strip ticket is more
expensive than that being offered
the underclassmen because it includes a ticket to the senior's
signed up for the occasion.
Nineteen new members are
Banquet and Ball, which is open being initiated in the johns HopDinner will be served in the
only to those in the graduating kins chapter of the national miliSherwood Room of Levering Hall;
class of 1949.
tary fraternity, Scabbard and
and overnight accomodations for
Blade.
Deposit Tickets
the girls have been made at the
New officers have also been
Deposit tickets, priced at $5
Sheraton Belvedere Hotel.
are on sale now. The purchase of a elected. Pledge Officers are John
Sunday morning there will be a deposit ticket will assure students Sheridan. captain Earle Johnson,
joint worship service at 9 o'clock of getting strip tickets at the re- 1st lieutenant; Chester Kimble,
2nd lieutenant; Walter Doeller,
in Levering Hall. This will be fol- duced rate.
1st sergeant; David Clark, T. Sgt,
The
deposit
ticket
balplus
the
lowed by a discussion, "Is College
Pledges include Robinson Bakance of the reduced strip can be
All Knowledge", the topic begun
exchanged for a strip ticket at any er, Edwaril Cresap, Charles Habduring the week-end Hopkins time after the regular June'Week liston, Chauncey Harryman, John
spent at Hood recently.
Henderson, William Hevell, Altickets go on sale.
bert
Hobelmall, Thomas Jamison,
Charlie Barnet, whose band will
A picnic at Mt Pleasant is planEugene Lyons, Daniel McNulty,
Hopkins's
Senior
Prom,
appear
at
ned for Sunday afternoon. The
has appeared in three movies---- David Pent, Will Ward.
girls will return to Frederick
Jam Session, Music in Manhattan, Lt Col Joseph Pittman and
later in the afternoon.
Lieutenant Cornelius liam have
and The Fabulous Dorseys.
Only recently acclaimed as a been chosen to be associate memgreat swing band, Barnet's group bers of the organization.
Membership to the fraternity is
Scoop! The Barnstormers "Front Pagers" manhandle the female lead
has- changed to become a more
Lexington
exing
In one of the more tense moments of their current production.
danceable orchestra. The band to- by election from' the cadet officers
Charles
o11
PL aza 1063
day stresses melody and flexibility. of the ROTC, merit being the sole
basis of qualification. It was emGray Featured
phasize that those members who
The first featured band of June are pledging will not be subjected
Week, Glen Gray's Casa Loma to the hazing associated with the
Orchestra, comes to the Hopkins "Dumb Guard." The Hopkins
for the Sports Dance as part of an chapter has outlawed all forms
in
(Continued from Page 1)
eastern tour. Gray will feature of pledge hazing.
Morgan Miller and Julie O'Brien
take their places in the stands.
The
Hopkins
Chapter
was
BERNARD SHAW'S
as vocalists.
The parade begins at 1:45.
founded in 1920, the twenty-first
Bill Lauterbach is running the of more than 90 such in the
Those classes ending in '4 and
Sports. Dance. John Seth is in United States colleges and univer'9, will hold reunions during the
charge of the Senior Prom. Other sities, numbering about 45,000
weekend. Banquets will be staged
members of the June Week cons- members.
throughout the campus and at
"Intelligent talk, good fun and envarious downtown hotels.
grossing story ... most brilliant

Class Parade
Climaxes Day

LESLIE HOWARD

"PYGMALION"

characterization."—Kirkley, SUN
Enthusiasm Up
These classes will march with
placards in the parade. The oldest
On The Seine Program
class, 1889 will hold its sixtieth
FELIX
AYINER & LEO GENN
reunion.
In the Forum Scene of
Officiating at the alumni festiv.Shakespeare's
ities will be Harry L Strauss, '17,
"JULIUS CAESAR"
president of the Alumni Associa—and—
tion.
HARRY L STRAUSS
Class Day programs, scheduled
Schubert's
this afternoon, have begun with Alumni association head will offi"UNFINISHED SYMPHONY"
Rome Radio Philharmonic Orch.
the anticipated enthusiasm. But- ciate at the homecoming tomortons and maps directing the under- row.
grads were distributed Tuesday in **
**********************************************
the post office boxes.
Team captains for the seniors
are, softball: Jim Bell and Joe
Dickerson; volleyball: Don Paulus and Stewart Keyes; and basketball: Dick Jolson and George Mullinix.
Junior captains are Lee Carey
asnd Howard Goodrich for softand
ball; Rudy Dangelmajer
Chuck Fewster in volleyball; and
Quint Langstaff and Bob Tolson
for basketball.
Harry Sierer and Hamilton J
Murphy are sophomore softball
captains; Waldo Case and Darwin
Blaine, volleyball; and Ralph 0'Cosnnor and Will Fenza, basketball.

You've Heard Of Us!
NOW TRY US!

3 leading questions
Q. What is "Fenway"?
A. Name

of a Boston ball
park ... also one of Arrow's
famous button-down oxfords.

Meadow
Gold
Ice Cream

Q. What is "Sussex"?
A. Name of a British county
... also Arrow's famous widespread collar oxford shirt.

Q. What is "Brockly"?
A. Broccoli is a vegetable...
also Brockly is Arrow's regular
collar oxford shirt.

THE LITTLE KITCHEN
3036 Greenmount Ave.
Bill Memphis, Prop.

Northway Tailors
. Cleaning and Pressing .
3233 St. Paul St.

served
Ask your Arrow dealer for Arrow Gordon Oxfords .
exclusively in

ARROW

The Johns Hopkins

'31

Cafeteria

U.

SHIRTS

and

TIE

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCH)EFS •

4weavv.vw.wee.m.w.www....w..

4

•
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Logan Denies 'Paradoxical Inter-Faith
Uniqueness' Of Hopkins Seder Held

Glee Club
The Johns Hopkins Glee Club

Engineers To
Hold Meeting
And Banquet

will leave by bus Saturday noon
The inter-faith meeting featurIs there a fundamental split in enrollment in the various depart- ing "the Third Seder" attracted for Atlantic City where they will
the student body at the Hopkins, ments of the Arts and Sciences over a hnudred members of the be • the guests of the ChalfontThe Johns Hopkins Engineers,
school. The third new feature inHaddon Hall until Sunday aftercaused by the attempt to combine
student and faculty last Sunday
a group of alumni and student
volved a larger emphasis on the
noon.
the Hopkins emphasis on graduengineers, will meet on the Homenight.
applicant as a person.
The club is scheduled for a con- wood campus Saturday at 6 pin
ate study with a growing trend
The meeting which was conLacks "Top-Notchers"
cert at 9:00 Saturday evening for as a part of the Homecoming
toward non-specialized, liberal,
ducted
in the Levering Hall YMCA the year-round guests of the hotel. weekend.
"There is a group of absolutely
education?
top-notch students, which no Uni- building was conducted by IZFA,
This trip is a traditional one,
The members of the organiza"No", says William Logan, di- versity ever has enough of. When Zionist
organization. Reverend having been made each year for tion are to assemble in the laborarector of admissions. "There is no these students apply, there is little Leonard Detweiler opened the some time. Once the Chalfont- tory of the Aeronautics building
more of a 'split' here than at any doubt that they will be admitted, meeting with several observations Haddon Hall were hosts to several and later will be given a banquet
since they supply a reservoir of
college glee clubs during the year, In Levering Hall.
other Undergraduate school. In
on the holiday season.
potential scholars.
but the only club invited back in
Following the banquet, Henry
any cross-section of a student body
1949
was the Hopkins group.
explained
most
He
that
is
it
"In
the
case
of
other
students,
L. Strauss, president of the Hopyou are bound to find a wide range
however, it was decided that their appropriate that the holiday comThe Glee Club has been cut kins Alumni Association, will
of interests and ideals."
personality and avocational inter- memorating the deliverance of the from its full strength of over 100 address the group on "Humor in
"This is no more true at the
ests should be factors in whether
to 65 for this trip. Two busses Electronics." Thomas Hubbard, of
Jews from Egypt and the Easter
Hopkins than anywhere else."
they would be admitted.
have been chartered, but these the Department of Civil Engineerobservance should both occur durFaces Same Problems.
will only accomodate a few over ing, will be master of ceremonies.
Letters Tell More
ing the spring months.
Logan blames the observance
sixth
students.
Participation in prep school acDuring the meeting a plaque
of a "paradox" or "split" upon tivities or sports
Rosenblatt,
member
Rabbi
a
of
does not prove
is to be presented to the Univerthe assumption by a segment of that a student has
personality. the Hopkins faculty and a leader
sity in honor of Dr A G Christie,
the student body that this school Often a •letter from the
principal of a local orthodox congregation,
professor emeritus of the Departwas completely unique before the of his school
tells more.
ment of Mechanical Engineering.
the
program
of
introduced
the
war.
WANTED!
"This third policy, we feel, has
Douglass Turnbull, president of
evening.
"The fact is," he continued, been a good one.
Well dressed Hopkins the Hopkins Engineers, will preWe have found
"the Hopkins faces fundamentally that in selecting
The seder itself was highlighted
men looking for
a class, the insent the plaque.
the same problems which every clusion of a wide
smart place to shop.
Dr William B Kouwenhoven,
variety of inter- by the singing of the traditional
American university faces. Hop- ests and abilities
is a good way service songs by two young guests
of the School of Engineering,
dean
Manhattan Shirts
kins's student body has an excep- to insure a healthy
will introduce the members of the
environment of IZFA. Irwin Weintraub, a junMcGregor
Sportswear
tionally high variety.. And that is for the .individuals
faculty who have joined the school
who -comprise ior in the College of Arts and
Botany Ties, Slacks, etc.
a good thing."
the . class. Students are people.
April, 1947.
since
Sciences, wrote the script and di"Therefore, in our selection of stu- rected
Same Advantage Had
The group will be led in singthe program.
ing by Mr Hubbard, and during
"The average Student has just dents we have been careful to conthe meeting the organization will
121
E.
Fayette,
as much to gain- frOm the oppor- sider them as people."
Equitable
Bldg.
the development of good school
hold an election of officers.
- • - Stress Relations
tunity for contact with the atmoszand public relations. "Many people
phere of research .and graduate
Another addition 'which has do not realize, when they read
'study which is provided by Johns been made possible is the opening that a certain University has ten
Hopkins as the exceptional stud- of an admissions office with a sep- .times more applicants than it can
ent. In fact, I know several out- arate staff, the stress upon public accept, that it is `promolion' that
standing Ph D's whose work as relations .and school relations. makes this possible. You must
undergraduates here was in
When Miss Irene Davis, registrar, convince potential freshmen that
had to perform both jobs—regis- this is the University, so that you
Did the opening of the Under- trar and director of admissions— will have enough applicants that
graduate Admissions Office mark a there was - less time to devote to you can choose the best."
basic change in the goal of the
—
Hopkins's admissions policy?
"No, the goal .has remained the
same." Logan answers.'When the
Admissions office was inaugurated;
because of a recommendation of
the Swisher committee, three new
features were addd to the policy,
by the Board of Trustees.
By BEN SANKEY

POE'S

IT

wo things every
college man, should know.

Geographic Balance Made

And a Refreshing Pause
Helps You Get There, Too

"The first of these was an attempt to balance the population
of the school on a geographic
basis. That is, 50 percent from
Baltimore, and 50 percent from
outside of Baltimore. The second
was an attempt to balance the

l

• This is a Fraternity Brother.
Always happy to paddle other people's
canoes. Spends days in haze. College
is mostly Greek to him. Rushes...
for a "Manhattan" Fraternity Sportshirt.

ATTENTION
SENIORS
ORDER YOUR
GRADUATION
• ANNOUNCEMENTS`

• This is a "Manhattan" Fraternity
Sportshirt. Properly initiated with
authenticfraternity insignia and pins.
Also gets straight "A's"for smart
tailoring and easyfit.
In washable cotton-rayon mixture.
Choice of exclusive "Manhattan" colors.

N 0 IV
AND SAVE MONEY

... 10c each
ril 30, 15c each

STORE
I.! I I I.+++

CAMPUS FAVORITE

SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF BALTIMORE
01949. The Coca-Cola Company

THI MANHATTAN SHIRT COMPANY
Capt. 1949, Pio Manhattan SNrt Co.

Founded 1897
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John Balder, Morton Blaustein,
J Paxton Davis, Warren DederBurton
Doyle, M
Allen
ick.
Drexler, Bert Galloway, George
Glenner, Warren Glick, Edward
Greenwood,
Goldstein, William
Richard Hochschild, Frank Murray, William Prado, John Ritterhoff, Richard Sonnenfeldt, Gene
Weston, Micky Miller, Lessenco,
William F. Romeike, Russ Frost,
Jeff Miller, Jerry Garston, Fred
Printz, Don Fritz, S J Abrams.

Profile Of A
Student
Leader
F Scott Fitzgerald In The Great
Gatsby

explained

that

there

is

such a college man as "one of
those who reach such an acute
limited excellence at twenty-one
that every thing afterwards savors
of anti-climax."
J Paxton Davis, Editor of Hullabaloo, secretary of the Tudor and
Stuart club, News-Letter columnist
and Barnstormer actor has "reached an acute limited excellence"
during his life at the Hopkins.
Behind the superficial jazz age
Fitzgerald discusses there is the
reininder of the poet's world originated in dreams, heightened in

YOU CAN'T GO HOME AGAIN

When the old grads return to Homewood this week end they
will be returning to a unique university homecoming. There will
be no little reunions of the exclusive Clubs and little Societies.
The Hopkins homecomings are not characterized by the bold reminders of past glory and acceptances. In a sense the Hopkins
homecomings appear spiritless.
The back slapping and "do you remembers" that are most
familiar to collegiate reunions have little place at this University.
There are no big money rallies and banquets where the coach
and good old eleven make modest little speeches ending with an
appeal for bigger athletic funds.
Rather, Hopkins alumni return for the Princeton-Hopkins
lacrosse game and a dinner with periodic patronage but no robust
"rah!-rah!".
For the old grads, however, there will be reminders of the
growth of the University. The Jaywalker staff will be selling the
best humor edition of the year. Perhaps some of the former Black
and Blue Jay staff Iv i11 reflect on the old campus humor magazine;
but there will be no little meeting for the .few to bask once again
in their past glories.
You can't go home again.—The old wheels and star athletes
can find only a moment's fleeting satisfaction as they watch the
can find only a moments fleeting satisfaction as they watch the
1949 lacrosse team and the bright new shiny activity keys. The
alumni who holds for the Hopkins campus an affection that transcends the passing years, can no longer identify himself with the
green of Homewood, but instead is reminded of his own garden
and a spring which soon promises blossoms.
The homecoming day which we may expect Saturday will be
true to the traditions of the University. There will be a moment
of reminder, perhaps an inspiration from the past for the life of
the present, but no extolling in the glory of "The Late
Johns Hopkins."

REVELATIONS FOR GENESIS
Within the next week the appointment of next year's Orientachairman will be announced. The appointment will come
Week
tion
from the Student Council.
Judging from the Orientation Week programs of the last three
years we may expect an encompassing concern and direction for
this year's program. The week was at first primarily directed -at
the freshman in an effort to bring them into contact with one
another before the academic year began. Last year's program extended the concern to a complete orientation of the University.
Activities, buildings and ground, student government and the
Honor Commission as well as basic math classes were all included
in last year's program. There has been, however, krepeated weakness in the direction of Orientation Week,
When Dr Detlev Bronk called the Hopkins a "unique educational opportunity", he was not referring to traditions emphasized
by the Orientation Week. Freshmen are introduced to a provisional
University that exists only for the Orientation Week. Once the
school year begins there are few rousing assemblies and spirited
sessions.
As the freshman class iS brought together for the first time
by a series of sports evimts and activities they receive a necessary
part of their orientation. However, the problem of introducing the
students to the academic traditions of the University and offering
them the•opportunity to understand their own relationship to that
tradition must have a share in Orientation Week.
The responsibility of the Orientation Week chairman is an
encompassing one. The Student Council's choice and the subsequent committee that will be assigned the responsibility of the
week involves a major campus influence and merits a carefully
studied appointment.

imagination and realized in creation. There is the tone of a romantic discord in the midst of the
staccato echoes of cash registers
and juke boxes. Where equally
critical

students

English

have

found Fitzgerald lacking in depth
and artistry, Davis has found his
work

inspiring

and

claimed

it

represents "artistic integration."
Big Dreams
Fitzgerald's world is familiar to

German Visitors Reveal
New One-Party Movement
By HELMUT SONNENFELDT

Pax Davis. Davis, too, can dream
a dream so big that inconsistencies
can

be dismissed

as something

The following article is based on the personal correspondence
of the writer and an interview held this week with two student
from Germany visiting the Hopkins campus.

"just personal". Davis' career in
Hopkins activities has been charEarlier this week the Hopkins ment which was originally oracterized by the "just personal". campus was visited by two Ger- ganized among prisoners of war
He is convinced of the value of his mans who are in the United States in the Soviet Union. One of the
individual talents and he exercises to study American youth pro- better-known police chiefs, Markthis confidence with conviction and grams. The two men live in Ber- graf, is a highly decorated formcourage. The 1949 Hullabaloo lin; they left that city in the mid- er army officer.
presents the Hopkins campus as dle of March. One of them reguAccording to our German visione man sees it. Davis has been larly works in the Soviet sector of tors, education is being
Soviet
enlightened by a small group of the city, while living in the west. oriented, presumably much in
the
personal friends but primarily it
Both these Germans had a good way in which our authorities in
is the Hopkins interpreted by Pax many things to say about condiGermany stress western history,
Davis that Hullabaloo subscribers
tions in the Soviet zone of Ger- customs and language. Like our
will receive early nett month.
many in general and the Soviet Military Government the
Russians
Knee Deep, Fax Davis' periodic
sector of Berlin in particular. are organizing trips to the
and
News-Letter
Soviet
controversial
column is likewise representative When their reports are checked Union for German officials and
of the degree of confidence Fax with information recently received teachers.
Davis has in the talents of Pax in letters from persons in the SovOpposition to Church
Davis. The polysyllabic vocabulary iet Zone proper a fairly
clear picThere
seems some evidence that
that baffles readers and keeps
ture of the situation in Soviet Opposition to the
Lutheran church
copy-checkers running to the ediis crystalizing in the Soviet Zone
tors is are Davis medium of ex- controlled Germany emerges.
pression. If he is, as one corresOne-Party State
government. Weekly church bulpondent has expressed it, an
Politically this part of Europe letins' or information sheets are
"Isobar" doomed never to be un- is
gradually moving in the direc- no longer published. In some
derstood, Davis will nevertheless
tion of a one-party state. The cases parents were subjected to
remain loyal to his journalistic
Communist-led
Socialist
Unity considerable police
convictions.
questioning
party has been organized on lines after they had sent
their children
Sensitive Wounds
very similar to the Nazi party to
church camps. At the same
Although he is a leader of in- being subdivided into municipal,
time,
ministers and other churchdependence and strong self satis- county and district units. The
men have from time to tim
faction, Davis is paradoxically municipal units have their
blocks,
voiced opposition to the regi
sensitive and often wounded. The while each house in a block
has
same perception that enables him its supervisor. Apparently, only from the pulpit.
The food situation in the Sovto criticize campus wheels and the brown uniforms are missing.
iet Zone is apparently adequate
boosters intensifies the wounds of
The conservative Liberal Demrejection slips and broken dates.
although by no means up to preocrats and Christian Socialists are
war standards. Our visitors conThe green lawns of Homewood slowly losing their
identity, as
firmed the fact, frequently rehave inspired Davis' curious school voters either cease
going to the
ported by the press, that western
spirit; the turtle fiasco has dis- polls altogether or
cast their balBerlin gets better food now than
gusted him. In this he has found lot for the governing
party. The
it did prior to the air-lift. Howlittle company in the presidents, newspapers of these
'opposition'
ever, a deficiency of fresh vegetchairmen and key-holders that hop parties are subjected to
close cenables exists. In their sector
In and out of Levering's caves. sorship and are
steadily being
Soviet administration ha
Together with a group. of "dried overshadowed by
the semi-official
available quantities of
voices" Davis has struggled for organs
of the Socialist Unity party.
tatoes and other veget
the unique campus leader at an
Youth Enrolled
attempt to influence
institution where both "boosters
The youth of Eastern Germany population.
and brahmans" noddingly agree
there exists "a unique educational finds itself enrolled in the ComThe east-west s
opportunity." For this Davis has munist sponsored Free German sized by an official
the distinct satisfaction of the Youth, much as their older broth- newspapers by t
rhetorical question he posed in the ers sooner or later ended up in ities, a ban whi
'48 Hullabaloo, "can you pour the omni-present Hitler Youth.
several month
that much time down the drain
The Police of Eastern Germany measures in t
and say it's done with?"
is heavily staffed by former mem- of newspape
bers of the Free Germany move- Eastern zo
—SO
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Homecomers Harry Johnny Hopkins
And Drink To The Good Old Days
A couple of early arrivals for had changed.)

not do such things in public view,

"Another thing I cannot under- do you know what she said? She
night
ting in the Faculty Club last
stand," spake the graduate of '19, had the audacity to ask me why
about a problem which directly "is the wag' in which the people she should be sneaky about it!"

Homecoming weekend were chat-

Points From A• Letter . • •
taught and why. Logically then,
leaders have the responsi- •
student
your
of
... What has come out
discuss the curriculum
bility
to
double-barreled blasting of the
Humanities and Junior leadership with the faculty and administrasuggest revision. It is
was the realization that faculty- tion and to
that
e few of the elder
possible
very
are
the
student relatiqnships
read the News-,
core of the responsibility placed professors fail to
if expersonal,
more
A
Letter.
in the hands of today's classtried.
leaders. It poses great problems. perimental approach must be
Dear Sir:

concerns every Hopkins man, liv- at the dance which I mentioned
(My informant trotted off to the
ing and dead, past and present. I danced so closely that upon my bar for another double shot with
The initiation of such relationget my informationdirectly from word I cannot see how they could beer chaser. When he returned,
„ships and the subsequent fact that
a discreet member of the waiting keep in time with the music. This the gentlemen were about to de- class officers must represent acastaff at the Club, who was obliged sort of thing should be reserved part.)
demic viewpoints would make
their jobs far more difficult and
to make frequent trips to and for the privacy of one's parlor, and
Hastens
from the bar for the gentlemen, I did indeed spend a lot of time
"Just one for the road," stated their opinions and decisions of a
far more serious nature. The
in the parlor in my younger days, the elder. "I must hasten off to
qualifications for office would be
ha, ha."
see an old — ahem — friend, invisibly raised and the bungling
Agrees Heartily
ha, ha."
of responsibility intolerable. The
"I heartily agree," said the for"Here's mud in your eye," said whole idea is perhaps doomed to
mer chanipion of the goldfish the man of '36. I'm going down- immediate failure.
swallowers. The other day I town to visit my — ahem — cousBut despite the possibility of a
caught my 13-year old daughter in, ha, ha."
fiasco, it must be tried. Be it

-

Without being a Utopian, it is
obvious that there is anything hut
contentment with the currihlum,
particularly among Arts and Business students. The solution does
not lie in going to St. Johns or the
Strayers Business School. Our representatives must voice their discontent. We have nothing to lose
but our awn gripes.

Student government might well
become a vital force affecting us
all with more solid substance than
parking tickets, giving our mental
health
an X-ray.
kissing a young man on the front
And they staggered down the presumptuous or not, students of
Sincerely,
porch, at 11:30 at night. And steps arm in arm.
honest intentions have every right
when I told -her that she should
—W11
to question what they are being
Hal Gullan

_

-"IEDEALt-

and so was able to overhear only
a part of the philOsophizing.
What there is of this information, however, I feel is too important to overlook.
"The trouble with college students today," the elder of two
pointed out, "is that they cannot
fasten themselves to the educational traditions of the Hopkins.
There is too much concern with
dancing, drinking, and having a

• •-•••••••••••••••:$•:'''.•:•A:

good time."
Agrees
"Ah, yes," agreed his friend.
-

"there is little of the old college
spirit remaining today. My, how

,.

the place has changed."
"Tell me, did you fellows drink
a. lot while you were in college?
It seems to me that at last year's
dance more

thing
k

people

drank

than

danced. They played some sort of

game called 'chug-a-rug,' or somelike that, and it actually

turned my stomach. Why, in '19,
when I was a senior, we only had

drinking on Tuesday, Thursday,

and Saturday nights. (Although I
must add parenthetically that we
did keep a quart or two in the
room for medicinal purposes, ha.

••:•••:••••••::•:•:••••::

ha.)"

k

!il

Drives
"Yes, that is what I have been

,-iving at," interposed the young-

er man. I graduated in '36, and

of course the only time, we ever
drank was to wash dawn the gold-

fish. You've heard of the game we
used to play, swallowing gold-4h,
haven't you? Ha, ha."
. (At this point in the conversation, my informant had to trot off
to the bar and when he returned
with two double shots with a beer
chaser, the topic of conversation

ftSyttoie deo laCXY
lea rim&ZEVEZ deveie

where Hopkins:
eel at home...1

Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low ... calms you down when you're tense—puts
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

—mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more independent tobacco experts — auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Luckies regularly than the next two
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today!

LovaRr —Jacky aftike Meant, Rae
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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Biophysics Dept Bridges Sciences ,
Six Enthusiastic Men, Led By Dr Bronk
Staff The New Graduate Department
By MORTON K IlLAILTSTEIN
The half dozen men who spend kins decided, instead, to carry on
their days in Mergenthaler 109 are their work together. At the prestime the rapidly expanding
know* as biophysicists. As such, ent
department consists of seven faculthey are products of the Johnson
ty members and six graduate
Foundation at the University of students.
Pennsylvania, where all of them
Three of the men are already
studied or worked with Dr Bronk well acquainted with the Hopkins.
before he became the President Dr H Keifer Hartline, Chairman
Department, spent six years
of Johns Hopkins. Together with of the
here, first as a graduate student
the other people in the new BioIn physics, then'as a Medical Stuphysics Department they are en- dent. It was while he was workgaged in a number of research ing for his M D that Dr Hartline
decided that he would make the
projects.
of physiology his life's work.
study
men
are
these
young
As a group,

and enthusiastic, deeply inter.ested

Graduates

in their work, and—at the same
After graduation from Medical
time- -arnqzingly and unscientific- School, he journeyed to Germany
ally human.
where, together (he tells us) with
Their backgrounds are varied as a large number of skiing trips, he
to origin, except that ultimately studied at two of Germany's leadthey all met at Pennsylvania. The ing universities, Leipsig and MunJohnson Foundation, mentioned ich. Following this training, he
above, was established by Eld- returned to this country and
ridge Reeves Johnson, the man joined Dr Bronk at the Johnson
who, while working as a mechanic Foundation, where he- began rein New Jersey, discovered an old search work on the electrical phe"talking machine" invented by nomena in living tissues, with
Edison, and used its principles to emphasis on the sensory •system.
found the Victor Talking Machine And now we find him continuing
Company, later merged into the this work here at Hopkins, comVictor Corporation. His bining his research with his duties
RCA
grant to the U of P was to staff as Chairman of the Biophysics
and equip a department of Bio- Department.
physics.
Another Hopkins alumnus who
Bronk ('itsirman
has returned with this department
Dr Bronk, as we know, was the
Chairman of this department.
Through his interest and enthusiasm for his subject, he grouped
around him the men who now
form our Department of Biophysics at Hopkins. They come from
all four corners of the world.
Many who received doctorates
In this extremely technical biological field returned home to
stpread the knowledge of this new
science; those who came to Hop-

is

Dr

Francis D

torate in February of this year.
Now at the Hopkins, he is continuing his research work and his
teaching.
Dr Martin G Larrabee became
interested in the fields of physics
and its allied subjects while in
prep school. Moving on to Harvard, he spent his winters in
physics labs, his summers at the
Johnson Foundation working with
Dr Hartline. Dr Larrabee is now
working at the Hopkins Medical
School on the physiology of the
nervous system.
Scattered over a few rooms in MergeUthaler and having limited facilities J H Us biophysicists nevertheless keep busy with their research.

Doctor Works

Di Frank Brink, another mem- Here Dr Francis I) Carlson is measuring nerve respiration.
ber of the biophysics "team," is
working On the problem of relating nerve properties to their metabolism. Many of his studies are
done on anaesthetized an
and he reports that his original
squeemish feeling toward - these
experiments completely disappeared during his years of work at
Cal Tech, Penn State, and University of Pennsylvania.
See him work in Mergenthaler
109 one notices not squeemishness but, to the contrary, the confidence and thoroughness characteristic of all of the men in this
new and vigorous scientific department at the Hopkins.
Dr Philip W Davies received his

Carlson, who

Understanding Of Nervous System Is
Primary Object Of Research Projects

graduated as a pre-medical student
in 1942. Finding that his real interest was in physics rather than
in medicine, lie did graduate work
at Harvard in the field of acoustics, with special emphasis on the
subject of memory learning processes. He transferred to the Johnson

Foundation in Philadelphia,

fro mwhere he obtained his doc-

Facts Concerning The
Department Of Biophysics
:Where offered: California Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Pennsylvania, Johns Hopkins,
and in a number of other colleges which give isolated courses in
the field in connection with their regular biology and physics
departments.

Aim of the department at JHU: to give a full perspective of the fields of
biology and physics and the. relationships between the two.
What kind of student interest is desirable: interest in physical methods
of approach to biological problems.
What. prerequisites are required: not yet fully determined; but prebiophysics students ara urged to take both biological and physical
pre-requisites.
To Whom are the courses open: this is, essentially, a graduate department of the university, although undergraduates may, upon
special request, be admitted to some of the courses.

Now large is the department at present.: 6 graduate students, all transfers from the University of Pennsylvania. Hopkins men will be
admitted at any time.
111Ow long is the training in this field: as both the biological and
physical sciences must be mastered, the course is designed to be a
eve-year (graduate) program. Under the New Plan at Hopkins, an
undergraduate, however, may work toward his B A and his PhD
simultaneously, if given permission by his department and by the
Dean. This program, naturally, tends to telescope part of the five
year graduate schedule into the undergraduate curriculum, thus
somewhat shortening the overall time required to obtain the PhD.
'Where is the Biophysics Office located: Mergenthaler Hall 201.

AB from the University of Chi- graduate work. His recent history
cago, from where he moved on to also involves work at the Johnson
the Bell Laboratories for two Foundation and, of course, the
years' work studying high-magni- recent shift to Homewood.
tude...inductions used for sensitive
The six graduate students now
thermal elements in heat-detectworking with this department are
ing devices. Dr Davies joined the
all "imports" from Pennsylvania.
Johnson Foundation and received
It is expected that Hopkins men
his PhD in 1943; he is now workwill begin to enter the department
ing on the metabolism of the brain.
next year and, as the first of these
Connelly Works
older _students should receive his
Dr Clarence M Connelly worked degree in June of 1950, it will not
in the radiation lab at M I T dur- be very long until the Hopkins will
ing the recent war, after having be represented among. the select
received his AB in physics from number of schools which can point
Cornell in 1938 and then staying to graduates with the degree of
on in Ithaca for three years of PhD in Biophysics.

By SAM ABRAMS
At the time of Aristotle it was
conceivable that one Man might
know everything that there was to
know about. scientific phenomena.
In fact Aristotle, himself, gathered
together all the knowledge existing at the time and formed certain definite classifications and
diversions between the various
fields of study.
_These divisions remained reasonably valid through the Middle
Ages until Bacon and Galileo initiated the new scientific age in the
16th century. Since that time, of
course, research has proceeded at
such a rapid pace that it is no
longer possible to classify - knowledge so definitely as in earlier
ages.
Thus we find that there is no
real division between the fields of
biology and chemistry, biology and
physics, or for that matter, bephysics.
tween chemistry and
Chemistry can he looked at from
a physical point of view, by use
of X-ray information and other
such techniques—and physics can
be approached from a chemical
standpoint by breaking substances
down into smallest units of individual elemental substances.
Introduces
This discussion, presented by
Dr Hartline, chairman of the new
Biophysics Department at the
Hopkins, serves as a fine introduction to an . understanding- of
just what biophysics is. At first
the term seems somewhat mystical, but when analyzed -turns out
to be just as down-to-earth as the

names of any of the other depart- the functional electronic nerve
ments in the University,' scientific properties to their metabolism;
or otherwise.
we know that the nerve cell reFor biophysics is just what the quires oxygen, just as does any
name implies. It is the study of living cell, and Dr Brink is studybiology approached by the meth- ing the effect that this oxygen has
ods of physics, and investigated upon the electrical propagation of
by use of physical apparatus, tech- nerve impulses.
nology, and reasoning. This defiGoal Set
nition, of course, is applicable only
These are only a few of the rein a general sense—but it serves search projects being investigated
to bring the subject within the by this new department. The evenfocus of the knowledge which most tual goal of all men worlTialg in
of us possess, without having to the field of biophysics, as exunderstand the complicated equip- pressed by Dr Larrabee, is an
ment and mathematical implica- understanding of the nervous systions of the science.
tem as it now exists.
Dr Hartline points out that the
Animals are used for experiobject Of the department is to mentation, of course, and extragive a full perspective of the fields polation techniques are then used
of biology and physics and the to apply the results to the human
relationship between the two.
organism. The likelihood of crea"
Projects Projected
ting living organisms in the fu
A number of research projects ture, while not a direct aim o
are being directed toward this end. the science, is a possibility which
the work being carried on by the may become more likely as an
professors, with the assistance of increased knowledge is acquired
the graduate students. Dr ,Hart- of the fundamental parts of living
line, himself, is working on a study nereous systems and their relaOf the sense receptors, their chem- tionships to each other.
ical
requirements, and
their
At present, the department is
biological functions.
housed in temporary quarters in
Dr' Larrabee,- who previous to Mergenthaler Hall. Some of the
joining the Johnson Foundation men, including Dr Larrabee, have
at Pennsylvania had been working offices at the Medical School and
at Harvard on a difraction method Hospital, as some of the problems
for measuring the permeability of of this field are best pursued i
water in cells, is now studying the connection with medical re
physical Principles involved in,the
Close integration of t
human nervous system.
schools of the Hopk
Dr Frank Brink is studying the fine opportunity for
metabolism of nerve cells. The gress in the biophysica
problem here is that of relating work.

Charlie Barnet
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a‘ Pygmalion, At World Has
Punch And Freshness
version, Leslie Howard's Higgins,
is so devoid of preconception about
ideal woman that his masterpiece,
a Cockney flower girl whom he
palms' off as royalty, .is rendered
purely for his own aggrandizement
as a phoneticist; and it is not until
Eliza has declared her independSympathetically and faithfully ence of his egotism that he realizes
produced by Gabriel Pascal (who the depth and ideality of his athas full screen rights to all of tachment for. her.
Howard Skilful
Shaw's plays, and who has since
done Major Barbara and Caesar
But this watering-down of the
and ('leopatra) from a St•reC,11n - ziy play's theme is no more than a
by the master himself, Pygmalion
crackles and cavorts as freshly and
with as great a punch as when
first written. A foreword explains
that the Shaw play is a modern
version of the ancient legend in
which Pygmalion the sculptor's
prayer that his stone image of
an ideal woman might come to
life was. answered.
Although its credit list carries
1938 as the date of its initial release, the English version of Bernard Shaw's Pygmalion, now on
exhibit at the World, is dated only
to the extent to wich women's
skirts have been lengthened since
that time.

This, however, is not quite true,
for the Pygmalion of the Shaw

Playshop Repeats
Antigone Tonight

op.

The Playshop will present Antigone again tonight at the Baltimore Museum of Art.
Dr N Bryllion Fagin, director
of this production, gives a general outline of the complex theme
as follows:
"A curse which rests -.upon the
house of 'Oedipus' brings about
the mutual killing of two brothers
'Eteocles' and 'Polynicus' 14,y their
own hands. `Creon', Robert.Flynn.
the legal authority issues an edict
requiring the burial of 'Eteocles',
but forbidding that of 'Polynicus'
under pain of death.
Turns To Conflict
"The action then turns chiefly
to the conflict between human and
divine authority brought about
by `Creon's' decree. 'Antigone',
played by Patti Singewald, does
not repudiate 'Creon's' legal authority but recognizes that she
would be violating the human law
If she didn't bury her brother.,
"Further complications set in
when the plot reveals that 'Haemon', the son of `Creon'. is bethrothed to the heroine. But
'Creon' in his obstinate selfrighteousness blinds himself to
his son's love and orders 'Antigone' to be thrown in a tomb
where she is to starve to death.
Sympathy Built Up "Throughout the play sympathy
is built up for 'Antigone' while
''Creon's' position becomes exactly
converse. Not until `Tiresias', a
blind prophet. enters and warns
'Creon' of the wrath of the Gods
oe,s he begin to waver.
"hen, mainly in fear of the
amity which might befall rim.
es he consent to relase 'Anti-one' and bury 'Polynieus'.
-"But too late is 'Creon's' repeal.
Upon entering the prison vault he
finds 'Antigone' deal by hanging
at her own hands. 'Haemon' seeing this attempts to kill his father
-and failing falls, himself, upon his
sword.
Play Ends ...
"The play ends as 'Creon', carrying the body of his son, returns to
his palace an utterly broken man.
Now he receives the final blow—
the news that his wife, upon hearing of the death of 'Haemon', has
committed suicide."
Dr Fagin adds: "Not only did
Sophocles give an interesting and
entertaining play in Antigone but
also he gave us a lesson—prudence
is the mainspring of happiness;
piety toward God is essential;
arrogance brings humiliation and
ruin."
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small blight on the film's excel- Wilfred Lawso» and Scott Sunder- performance for the benefit of The
Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom will be given
on the 23rd of April. All performances are at the Baltimore Museum of Art.

lence. Leslie Howard, in the title land add to minor parts which in
role, is alternately brutal, cynical, Hollywood hands would have become mere caricature. Their porand debonair, a highspot in the
trayals of-Doolittle and Pickering
range of parts which that skilful
immeasurably to piece out all
actor portrayed over many years. help
incisiveness
warmth
and
But even so, he is almost out- the
which
characterize
a
film so exshadowed by the alternating moods
that
after proten
cellefir
years
of truculence, tender bewildered,
coinand despair which Wendy Hiller, duction it invites favorable •
parisons
to
Hamlet
Henry
V.
and
as Eliza, is called upon to deliver.

The version of the play used is
the original as recently translated
by Dudley Fitts and Robert Fitzgerald. Patti Singewald is featured in the title role and the production is under the direction of

I'D
Her clkange from scrubby flowergirl to a regal, lovely and mature
N Bryllion Fagin.
woman is more than the standard
ll•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••MN
.
•
Hollywood trull - to - trousseau
r
LOCAL
transformation which under her
COLD BEER
hands, becomes spiritual as well as
Playshop announces that
13c
physical, credible as well as desir- -The
BOTTLES
CANS
in addition to the regular two
able.
CUCKOO
THE
performances
SHOP
of
Antigone
to
be
Something too should be said
3bet & GUILFORD
for the flashes of brilliance which given April 21 and 22, a special

Additional Performances
Set For Antigone

i

l.41.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«40.41.4
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SPEC/AZ OFFER

TO THE GRADUATING CLASS... JUNE '49
You May Be Accepted for an Early
U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Training Class
If you are a college graduate, married or single, between the ages of 20
and 26/
1
2 and physically and morally qualified, you may be accepted
for assignment in the U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet classes starting in
late summer or early fall.
You get a well-planned course, valued at $35,000. .this Includes about
275 hours of flight training, and the finest aviation education and executive training in the world.

Win your wings and then start a career with a future•••
College men are today's leaders of the U. S. Air
Force. With new and complex aircraft and equipment being developed, scientific research becomes
more and more important, increasing the need for
college-trained men.
As a college graduate you will have an unlimited
future in aviation fields of personnel management, operations, materiel, supply, research and
development.
It's a year oflearning,flying and time for recreation
with a hand-picked top-string team of Americans.
Upon assignment to an Aviation Cadet class you
will be sent to one ,of the U. S. Air Force bases

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES
If you can meet the high standards required of candidates for
officer training, there's a real future for you in the U.S. Air
Force. Capable young executives are needed for positions of
responsibility in non-flying assignments .
management, communications, engineering, research and other fields. That is why
the Air Force is offering qualified, ambitious men and women
with college training an opportunity to prepare for leadership in the air age.

U. S. ARMY and U. S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE

in Texas for the world's finest aviation training.
Here you will receive about 175 hours of flying
instruction in the Texan T-6 trainer plus an extensive course in aviation education and executive training. Navigation, fuels, weather, radio
and radar are some of the subjects you will take.
During this training period you'll find plenty of
hard, fast action to keep you fit and trim...the
best athletic facilities are available. Upon codpletion of training, you will win your silver wings
and receive a Reserve commission as second lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force. Outstanding graduates receive Regular commissions upon graduation.

WIN YOUR WINGS

U.S. AIR FORCE
Single or married men with two years of college (or who can
pass on equivalent examination) between ages of 20 and
261
/
2 with high physical and moral qualifications, act now!
Get full details at your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting
Office or write: Chief of Staff, Headquarters United States Air
Force, Attention Aviation Cadet Branch,Washington 25,D.C.

Homewood, Baltimore, April 22, 1949
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Jays, Garnet To Duel At Dawn
Trackmen
Win Over
'Hounds

•

New Attack Plan Faces First
-Real Challenge In Tiger Tilt

Visitors'
Pitching
Strong

'Myers-Morrill'
Offense Replaces
Three Man Style

Milkmen, all-night party boys,
and early birds in search of worms
will gather at the varsity baseball diamond at 11 am tomorrow
morning to watch Hopkins take on
a good Swarthmore team. The
By WALTER HERMAN
game has been scheduled for this
Seldom in the fast moving
early
hour in order to avoid concoach,
world of sports does a
flict with the afternoon lacrosse
whose teams have won two sucattraction, featuring a team from
cessive national titles and whose
some place in New Jersey. personal record in this sport shows
Dick Doyle, a Iefthander and a
nine straight championships, deconverted
outfielder, ha"' been
Weighart and Andrae again cide to change a style of play
named as the Jays' starting pitchreliable.
to
be
so
proven
which
has
were tied for top honors with each
er by coach Ed Czekaj, while
netting eleven points. Also a However, in the person of the
either
Dick Hall or Bob Esrey will
and
double winner with 10 points was 1949 Hopkins lacrosse team
probably be dishin"em up for
Howdy
Mycoach,
energeetic
its
co-captain Leon Schwartz who
Swarthmore. Hall and Esrey comwon the 440 in the excellent time ers, we find such a situation. But
bined to toss eight innings' worth
contrary to superstition the change
of shutout ball at a strong Army
has been for the better as the Jays'
team two Saturdays ago, the only
The track squad will be
21 goal-per-game season average
fly in the soup being that another
out for its third win in four
attests.
Garnet flipper had allowed the
starts tomorrow as they face
Simple Device
Cadets 10 runs in the first frame.
the Dickinson aggregate.
To the average lacrosse spectaThe fuaal count of that one was
tor, coach Myers' new style of at10-0, Army, and stands as one of
the few setbacks suffered by the
of 51.1 and the 220 in 22.4 with tack looks like any other and as
Philadelphia school.John Messer taking a second and long as it produces such remarknormally
results,
Mr
Fan
able
Coach Czekaj figures that his
Hopkins
a third respectively for
lads will have to win this one if
will not bother himself to investiin these two events.
they are going to win any for a
gate the reasons. In reality, howGrim Takes Mile
good while, as Loyola and Delaever, this atomic-powered goal
Victor i.A the mile with the making device is quite simple. In
ware, two mighty good teams, are
time of 4:47 Earl Grim went on the first place it eliminates the
on the docket for-next week. However, Czekaj is anything but conto win the 880 yard run in 2:03 attackman on the crease, leaving
fident over tomorrow's outcome.
with Pete Thompson holding down three attackmen behind and flankOf late the Jays have displayed
third place.
ing the goal. This gives the attack
a
complete inability to pull totook
a
first
Schlimm
and
increases
Andrae and
three men to feed
HOWDY MYERS
gether. One day it's the hitting
and second in the shot put, the the chances of a successful dodge.
Howdy's attack plan will have a trial run tomorrow against the fairly that is bad, the next day it's the
(Continued on Page 9)
In place of the attackman on
pitching, while again the defense
strong Princeton 10.
the crease a midfielder takes over
will fall to pieces in an inning.
the normal position before the
Such good, experienced ball
goal. This procedure sounds like
players as Justin Vitrano, Bernie
Graduates
it;
Hopkins
Classes
a mere shift of players but it
Baake, and Ken Schlerf are playof past nars will parade up
forces an opposing midfielder to
ing some of the worst ball of their
to thes lacrosse field immeplay defense on the crease, a situadiately preeeeding the Jaycareers, and there doesn't seem
Tiger lacrosse game. Hopkins
tion which increases the openings
to be any particular reason for it.
The
Hopkins
net
squad
added
will be seeking its fourth
of the creaseman and weakens any
Baake's weak hitting is especially
win in as many games when
another win to its record Wednesnormal defensive pattern.
puzzling. However, Czekaj realizes
it
faces
the
strong
Princeton
by
nipping
day
the
Washington
College's leagueWashigton
One of the secrets to the success
ten, at 2:30.
that the team is bound to snap
College team 5-4. The Jays were
leading baseball team could do
of this plan is the ability of the
At half time, the class day
out of its lethargy one of these
forced to break an early 2-2 tie
no wrong Wednesday afternoon,
plaque *ill be given to the
attacking players to keep the ball
games, and he's hopeful that it
in matches to edge the Shoremen.
while Hopkins' oft-beaten club
winning class.
will be tomorrow before the Homemoving at a rapid pace. This and
could do nothing right. The reThe victory gives Hopkins a
some tricky weaving behind the
(Continued on Page 10)
visiting
the
for
win
sult—a 14-2
two and four overall record and
goal tend to loosen up the defense
Shoremen.
a two and one Mason-Dixon log.
which may leave the man on the
Washington's Smith and B.
The victory was Washington's
(Continued on Page 10)
Wyckoff gave the Jays the most
5th in 6 Mason-Dixon tries and
trouble of the afternoon. Both
placed them well on top of the
copped• singles victories and then
league's Northern Division standteamed together to take a doubles
ings. For the Jays it was disapThe Hopkins Golfers swept to Morgan and Zavell copped the
match.
pointment number 5, with one
Hopkins suffered its
orst an impressive win last Friday, Best Ball match, 6 and 5.
lonesome victory on the credit
losses in the top positions. Wyck4 when they trounced
side of the ledger. In league play
Western
Another Match
off outshot Gene Schreiber in the
the Jays are 1 and 2.
Maryland, 7-2, at Mt Pleasant.
Last
year,
the Terrors took two
first set to cop a 6-3, 2-6, 6-4.
Hopkins caught the Shoremen
The match was the first Jay golf straight matches from Jay ClubThe
Washington
ace
had
little
on the rebound from an 8-0 defeat
trouble in the first set, but struck win in 5 starts.
swingers, but this year the Westat the hands of Lynchburg Cola
snag in the second when
minster tribe was handicapped by
Dave
Kinsey,
who,
at
the
time.
the
felt
and
Saturday
last
lege
Schreiber's game began to click.
playing nunsber one for Hopkins, the loss of their star, Walt Sibis
full fury of the Washington bats.
In the third set, however, WyckThe two teams play again at Wes
Eddie Miller',and Gene Amaral
off was .able to rally and break smeared his opponent, Allan Jatwirled for the- Jays and were
minster on next Tuesday, April 2
cobson,
serve
several
by
a
through
Schreiber
's
topheavy
8
and
7
stomped on for 16 hits. The pair
The Jays face the Gettysburg
times for a 6-4 win.
score. Warren Hassler, gained a
gave up only 4 bases on balls, not
Golf Team at Mt Pleasant today.
other
top
Smith,
Washington's
tie match 1,;ith Captain Frank The Pennsylvania Clan are rebad for a college game, but the
man, gained his singles victory,
defensive support they received
with a stranght set 8-6, 8-6, tri- Stephenson, after being five down garded as stern foes, since the
was horrendous, as Jay fielders
umph over Josh Greenspon. Al- at the end of the first nine holes. match last year at Caledonia Golf
kicked in with 8 errors.
Hassler and Kinsey also won the Club resulted in a 4V2-4% tie.
(Continued on Page 9)
Washington jumped off to a
Best Ball match handily, 5 and 4.
quick lead in the first inning
Second Foursome
when leadoff man Cox drew a free
In
the
second
foursome, Bob Patpass, moved around to third on
playing
number three for
terson,
Mullineaux,
Tom
by
hit
base
a
the Jays, defeated Al Bright, 2
and scored ort the successful end
The K As with an hnportant
The Delta Phis are riding along and 1. Newt Margolis of Hopkins,
of a double steal. Mullineaux was
3-1
victory over the A T Os under
atop
league
the
B
with
a
clean
however, was whipped 7 and 6
tossed out at second by Bud
2-0 slate in the inter-fraternity by the veteran Jack Spicknall of their belts are tied with the Sig
Weiner, but Ken Schlerf's return
softball standing. In second place Western Maryland. The Best Ball Bps in the A leagues, boasting a
throw to the plate was not in time
are
the surprising Phi Sigs fresh of this match also ended in a tie. 2-0 slate. The Sig Eps recently
Cox.
to nip
from a rousing 9-3 upset over
In the last foursome, the Jays smashed the hapless Betas with
The Shoremen added another
the A E Pis, defending fraternity poured it on-their hapless oppon- a 6-3 victory.
tally in the 4th on successive
champions.
ents. Jumbo Jack Morgan of HopRanging behind the top two are
doubles by. Ingarra and Hall, and
In third place are the Phi Gams kins, crushed Dan Bradley, 9 and the A T Os and D I.Ts with 1-1 recthen made it 4-0 with another pair
with a 1-1 slate, while behind 7. Paul Zavell, playing in the last ords, and the Betas and Phi Eps
In the 5th. A single by Tilley, a
BILL KINLING
walk to pitcher Lambert Coakley, Appeared in Jays' 14-2 loss to them are the A Ds and A E Pis position for the Jays, also won his with no victories in two outings
with 1-2, and 0-2 record respect- match over Don Makosky, 5 and 3. each.
Washington.
(Continued on Page 10)
team
Hopkins
Track
The
proved its power Tuesday by
trouncing the Loyola College Cindermen 75-51. This is the second
win for the Jays who nipped Delaware 63-62 last Saturday. The
squad which is definitely on the
up-grade after an eaaly season
slump, will seek its third straight
win in four starts tomorrow over
Dickinson.

Sho'men
Clip Jay
liVitigS 11-2

Net Squad
Triumphs

Golf Squad Downs
Western Maryland

Delta Phi Holds
Top 'B' Position

'A' League Lead
To Sig Ep, KA

Homewood, Baltimore, April 22, 1949

Freshmen
Lacrossemen Top
Frosh Baseball Squad Prep
Champs 11-7
11 WhipsMcDonough,3-2 For 6th Victory

I

Two walks, a double steal, and
an error han led the Freshman
baseball team .he winning run in
a 3-2 victory over

McDonough

School last Friday afternoon on
the varsity diamond. The win
opened the regular season on a
successful note for the Frosh, who
had previously tied Poly, 3 to 3,
in a practice game.
Wth the score knotted 2-all in
the last of the 7th inning, Bob
Wroblewski and Stan Berkman
each worked McDonough hurler
Ralph Schwab for a base on balls.
The two then pulled a double
steal, and Wroblewski rode home
with the winning run a moment
later when shortstop Jack Gilbert
fumbled Palmy DiJoseph's ground
ball.
Errors and Things
The Jays opened the scoring
with an unearned pair of runs in
the first inning. Dick Wahl, 5'3"
leadoff man, drew a walk. Shortstop Vinnie Hungerford reached
base on a boot by Schwab, with
Wahl moving to second. A wild
pitch and passed ball scored Wahl,
and Hungerford was driven across
on a long fly to right by Jack Lay.
This 2-0 Hopkins advantage
held up until the 6th inning, when
McDonough tied it up on another
brace of unearned runs. A walk,
Howard's single, and -errors by
Jay infielders Hungerford and
Wroblewski did the damage in
this frame. However, in the 7th
the visiting prepsters ran into defensive troubles of their own, and
the Frosh put across the clincher.
Four Hitter

Trackmen Win
Over Mounds

Trackmen Smash Poly
For Non-League Win

4

UPTOWN
1
SPORTS SHOP 4
; 2311 N. Charles Street

HOCHSCHILD,
KOHN
BELVEDERE

#•Restringing
:• Award Sweaters
a

THE
JAYWALKER
•

Wood tied for first honors in the
pole vault with 10' 6". The Jays
lost out in the shot put and discus
as Mathews of Poly tossed the
iron ball 40' 51/4" and Hoppe
threw the discus 101' 1".
Cutler "Wins
Cutler strode the high hurdles
in the very good time of 16.4 seconds with Miller of Hopkins taking second and Griffen of Poly
third.
In the low hurdles the Jays
Placed 1-2-3 as Schanks, Lavy,
and Miller crossed the line in that
order, the winning time being 27
seconds. Tandowski of Hopkins
completed the bill for the day
with a - 19' 2" jump to capture
the broad jump.
On Wednesday, the 27th, the
Frosh will meet the Baltimore
Olympic- Club on the local cindCutler hit 5'8" for •a first in ers before they engage the Mt
the high jump while Norris and St Joe prep squad on May 6.

;

4•Lacrosse and Athletic
Equipment

Netters Take 5 of 9
Sets In League Win

(Continued froniPage 8)
though Greenspon was able to Baldwin and Thompson cams
force both matches to eight games, through for the fifth Hopkins vicSmith manager to stand him off tory by trimming James and
for the Shoremen's second singles Davis 6-1, 6-4.
The Frosh lacrosse team proved one.
John Hunter and Bill Dengler
SINGLES
First Win
hurled for Hopkins, limiting Gil- themselves a leading power among
B. Wyckoff
defeated Schreiber.
Hopkins' first.single win came Hopkins 6-3. 2-6, 6-4.
man to 3 hits. The next regular the nation's undersquads by deSmith defeated Greenspon, Hopwhen
Miller
defeated
G.
Wyckoff
Frosh game is with Calvert Hall,
kins S-6. S-6.
feating the Maryland State Prep in
three sets. The Hopkins third
Miller, Hopkins defeated G
away, next Tuesday, while Mt St
kotf
S-6. 4-6. 6-3.
Joe will be met the following day School Champions, Gilman School, man was forced to an 8-6 set and
Brandt defeated
Baldwin, Hop.
then lost one 6-4, but came back kin,. 6-4, 9-7.
in a practice game at Homewood. last Thursday 11-7.
Thompson,
Hopkins
defeated
Led by Bob Scott's 3 goals the with a decisive 6-3 win in the James 6-2, 6-2.
Lang. Hopkins defeated Shetterly
Freshmen-McDonough
third for his victory.
6-4, 7-9, 6-2.
Freshmen grabbed the lead and
Washington came back for its
Boxscore:
DOUBLES
never relinquished it during the only other single victory when
Hopkins Frosh
Smith and B Wyekoff defeated
full time official scrimmage.
Brandt downed Baldwin in two Schreiber and Greenspon, Hopkins
AB R 11 PO A E
Don Tate and Bill Stellman each sets. The Shoreman had little by default.
2 1 1 1 1 0
Wahl, 2b .
Thomas and Lang, Hopkins de3 1 0 2 0 1 tallied twice while Ed McNicholas, trouble taking the first set 6-4 feated G Wyckoff and Brandt 6-2,
Hungerf'd, qs
4 0 0 1 0 0
Lay. cf
but had to rally several times to
Baldwin and Thompson. Hopkins
1 1 0 0 1 1 Chuck Warner and Dick McShane
Wrobl'ki, 3b
defeated James and Hails 6-1, 6-4.
cop the second one 9-7.
Berkman, lb
3 0 1 8 0 1 also scored. Dr Morrill and his asThompson Triumphs
DiJoseph, rf
4 0 1 1 0 0
Chuck Thomn4on had an easy
Herman, If
0
9
0
0
0 sistant coach Bill Digges were
1
2 0 0 6 0 0 highly pleased with the results time of it in gaining his single
Holland, o
Quish, c
1 0 0 2 0 0
and are confidently awaiting their win from James of Washington.
Trombley, p
3 0 1 0 6 0
The visitor took only four games
first game.
Totals
25 3 5 21 8 3
in two sets as Thompson came
(Continued from, Page 8)
6th Victory
through for a speedy 6-2, 6-2 win. winning distance being
McDonough
39'8",
This was the 6th victorious
In the last singles contest, Fred while Andrae also cleaned
AR R 11 PO A E
up in
scrimmage for the little Jays; the Lang of Hopkins took a
Polzin, cf
3 0 0 2 0 0
long three the discus with Service polling
s,
White, 3b
3 0 1 0 0 1 Varsity subs, Friends Schools, set count over Shetterly. Lang won
second.
Gilbert, ss
3 0 1 1 3 1 Poly, Maryland Lacrosse Club and the first frame
6-4, but came out
Probst, 2b
3 1 0 1 2 0 McDonogh, having already sucLassahn Crowds Record
on the losing end of a 16 game
Howard, rf
3 1 1 1 0 0
Co-captain Ed Lassahn neared
7-9 set in the second. Lang, howHarden, c
4 0 0 7 0 0 cumbed.
Shill'g, lb
3 0 0 7 0 0
The Frosh so far this season ever, came back in the third set his own school javelin record with
Abbey, If
3 0 1 0 0 0 have scored 56 goals against the to triumph 6-2.
a magnificent toss of 177'. With
Schwab, p
2 0 0 0 3 2
Doubles Decide
warmer weather, Ed stands a good
oppositions 27.
Totals
27 2 4 10 8 4
It was the doubles contests that chance of tossing the spear over
Defense Powerful
were the deciding factor in the the 178' mark which he set in
Score by innings:
The Freshman defense of Al Hopkins win.
1946.
McDonough— 000 002 0-2 Klein, Shaky Pohlhaus, Ed WiaAfter losing the first doubles
With sprint man Len Scheer
Hopkins Fr.— 200 000 1-3 chester and diminutive goalie match when Schreiber and Green- still on the injured list, Hopkins
Mike Dix have been instrumental spon defaulted to B Wyckoff and
was only able to place Doyle secEarned Runs: none; Runs Batted
in—Lay; Two
Base Hits—none: in checking the many powerful Smith, the Jays came back to
ond, with 10.3, to Brunk of LoyThree Base Hits—none: Home Runs
Gilman au d take the next two for the decid—none; Stolen Bases—Shillinburg, attacks, especially
ola who won the 100 yard dash
Berkman, Wroblewski, Trombley; Friends which the Frosh have op- ing points.
Sacrisfices — Polzin, Hungerford;
in the fast time of 10.1 seconds.
Double Plays—none: Left on Bases posed. Dick McShane. Bob Scott,
Thomas-Lang Win
—McDonogh 9, Hopkins Fr 11; Base
Loyola Takes Hurdle
Kelvin Thomas and Fred Lang
on Balls—Trombley 5, Schwab 7; Bill Stellman, Don Tate, Ed McWith Loyola strong in the
Strikeouts—Trombley 8, Schwab ; Nicholas and Bob Pitkin have won their doubles match with a
Wild Pitches—Trombley, Schwab;
Passed
Balls—Holland.
Harden: been the main offensive force for fairly easy two set victory over B hurdles too, Richards was the sole
Umpire — Burgermeister; Time-2
Wyckoff and Brandt. The pair had Jay cinderman to place, netting a
Hopkins.
hrs, 5 minutes.
little trouble downing their op- second in the highs and a third in
ponents in straight sets 6-2, 6-3. lows. Both winning times equalled
In the final doubles match, existing Hopkins records.

Bill Trombley pitched for Hopkins, giving up four hits, walking
5, and striking out 8.
The Frosh kept their record
spotless by trimming Gilman, 6 to
Ray Collins sparkplugged the
2, in a practice game on the losers'
diamond Wednesday.
Frosh thinclads to a decisive 8523 victory over Poly as the young
Jays opened their Spring track
schedule last Tuesday. Collins, a
mainstay of the '48 Poly squad,
won his specialty, the 440, in 53
seconUs and went on to win the
220 in 22.6.
Coach Clyde Heuther is readyThe Hopkins yearlings not
ing the Freshmen tennis squad as only
took ten firsts out of twelve
they prepare for their encounter events but were able to gain a
with Poly.
clean sweep in the high jump, 100
Leading off the singles will be yd. dash, 880 yd. run, and low
hurdles.
Gillet followed by Flickinger,
Gruninger First
Offit, Zavell, Howell, and Nolan.
Dick Gruninger, switching from
he three doubles teams as now
the 440 to the 100 yd dash fint will be composed of Gillet and ished first in
the excellent time
ell, Flickinger and Offit, and of 10.2. Geyer and Pryor clinched
the event, placing 2nd and 3rd
ell and Mills.
respectively.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tennis Squad
liTo Face Poly
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Improve your game in '49
with these new Spalding Golf
Clubs. Precision weighted
for power with a choice of

lighter, stronger shafts.
Spalding golf balls offer a
selection for every type of
player.

f

OPEN 10 AM TO 9 PM
TUESDAYS THROUGH SATURDAYS
CLOSED MONDAYS

SPAL DING

SETS THE PACE
IN SPORTS

less

rAGE TEN

NEWS-LETTER

Frais Play
2ndRound
The Delta Phis, Sig Eps, and
As continued their winning
streak this week by winning imK

portant league games.
The K As swept to a 34 victory
over the strong A T Os behind
the nifty pitching of Paul Mitros.
The Delta Phis pulled a neat 11win over A D out of the hat,
while Sig Eps went on to wallop
the Betas.
In the two other fraternity
softball games played this week.
The Phi Sigs trounced the Betas
with a mighty 9 run output against
the losers' 3. The D Us also gained
a victory when the Phi Eps failed
to appear for their game.

Homewood, Baltimore, April IL, 1949

New Attack Plan Faces Test;
Tigers _First Real Opposition
Wig Fire'
FoesClash
Saturday

Offense
Replaces
Old Style

(Continuect Tioin Page 1)
ready for full time duty in tomorrow's struggle. A pair of exMaryland scholastic stars, Don
Hann and Sam Hill are also set
for the opening game action in the
close attack.
The Princeton offense, however,
will have to turn in a supreme
effort if they are to match the
output of the best close attack in
collegiate lacrosse. The Black and
Blue attack, with a better than 20
goal per game average, will again
be handled by the perfectly coor(Continued from Page 8)
dinated trio of Corky Shephard,
coming Day fans (if any are up Reds Volman, and Byron Forbush.
and about by 11).
Each boasts a high individual
scoring record with a combined
JAY BATTING AVERAGES
total of 22 goals and 18 assists.
(including Wednesday's Wash
Sophomore Performers
Coll game):
Attempting to hold this formidPlayer
AB
H Ba Ave
able array of talent in check, a
Koerber
22
8
.364
feat
which proved impossible for
Gaudreau
23
8
.348
• Blackford
3
1
.333 Virginia, Swarthmore, and the AnWeiner
20
6
.300 napolis Club for the past succesBomhardt
4
1
.250 sive Saturdays, will be many star
Doyle
5
1
.200 candidates from last year's undeSutton
5
1
.200 feated freshman team, sparked by
Kinling
22
4
.182 ex-Gilman performer Ted Gould.
Baake
23
4
.174 Pacing the Tiger midfield will be
Schlerf
23
3
.130 speedy Skip Eccles with Dick
Vitrano
18
2
.111 Tucker and Bill Gilbert.
Fewster
The constantly improving Jay
19
2
.105
Miller
12
1
.983 defense, sparked by the brilliant
Sankey
2
0
.000 performance of goalie Joe Sollers
Hornick
TOM GOUGH
1
0
.000 in the opening half of last week's
Amaral
1
0
.000 contest, promises to be faced with Is due to see action in the Jay-Tiger lacrosse game tomorrow. Gough
its first tough test of the '49 sea- and his fellow defensemen will have their first taste of Big 5 comTeam
203
42
.207 son tomorrow.
petition against Princeton.

Jay Nine
To Face
Garnet

On

The Line

Lacrosse is spreading out. More and more
schools are beginning to take up the old Indian
game to fill in the spring season. As a spectator
sport, it is a natural. It combines the action of
hockey and basketball in an outdoor setting. It
has the advantage over college baseball in that
it does not have to compete with the perfection
of the long established professional leagues (although there is some pro-lacross played in the
Detroit area.) This year Army has a really fine
team and the North-South game will be played
in Troy, thus providing the New York, New
England section a chance to see 'across at its best.
The mia-west is taking up the game with
rumors that even such strong holds of spring
football practice as Notre Damt and Michigan
will soon pick- up the game.

By RICHARD SMITH

iStick Title
Looms As
Close Race
to

move is made, then scholarships are sure
follow.
•
Many schools have recently begun to offer
lacrosse scholarships and Hopkins, with no out
and out Indian passports to ffer, has already
begun to feel a slight drain on its usual supply.
But the very fact that there are more school
playing the game, gives a prospective college
student with stick experience a greater range
from which to choose and this also will deplete
the number of lacrosse playing boys coming to
Homewood.

THE SWING HAS STARTED
It is obvious to note that the four Maryland
schools that play the stick game (five, including
Navy) cannot hope to control the National Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association. There are too
many out of state schools that object seriously
IT TAKES PLAYERS
to the concentration of lacrosse power in MaryBut it takes players to make up lacrosse land
and would like nothing better than to see
teams. And Baltimore has long been considered that
power shifted.
the main source of supply for stick talent. But
Probably, for the good of the game, the
there are only so many player's even in Baltimore. power
should be shifted. The cry of break up
Only a few schools really specialize in lacrosse Marylan
d lacrosse is similar to the cry of Ameri(local public schools still lay most of their stress.
can league baseball club owners to break up the
on Baseball) and with more and more colleges Yankees
of years gone by. Concentration in a
playing the game, the demand for players will limited
area is indeed a bad thing.
begome correspondingly larger.
All signs therefore point to a lessening of
There is no doubt about it, Hopkins is going Maryland as a lacrosse center and
with it, the
to have much stiffer competition in the near lessening of Hopkins as a lacrosse power.
This
future for lacrosse talent. There will.'however, will not be a spontaneous affair. It will
take time.
be no need to fear mass raiding by the Big Ten Four, five, or perhaps a few more years.
But the
teams of the mkt-west until those schools make a change is bound to come. It has to come
if lamove to secure a top-flight eastern coach. If that crosse is ever to be anything
but a local custom.

(Continued from Page 8)
crease open for a shot, allow a
quick dodge behind the goal or a
successful shot by a cutting midfielder.
Like so many seemingly perfect projects, however, this 4-man
attack has its drawbacks. While
it does keep the crease clear of
jams and affords the offense with
extra defense riding power, it
handicaps the midfield in backing
up in front of the goal and gives
the opposing team a better chance
to complete a fast break clear.
Morrill Responsible
The general pattern of this new
style of attack was first used lay
Dr Kelso Morrill, present Jay
freshman lacrosse coach, when he
master-Minded the 1941 Jay stick
team to an undefeated 12 game
season and the collegiate and open
titles. While the style is similar,
the 1949 Jays, with no good
crease attack man available but
three tricky ball handlers in
Corky Shepard, Byron Forbush
and Reds Wolman and two rangy
quick-stick midfielders-creasemen
in Jim Adams and Neil Pohlhaus;
move the ball faster and depend
more on midfield cuts than dodging, as was the case in 1941
Although satisfied with the results . of this new style of play,
coach Myers expects it to get a
real test in tomorrow's clash with
Princeton, the Jays first Big Five
engagement and the beginning of
the defense of the Hopkins twicewon collegiate title.

Washington Nine
Slaughters Jays
With 14-2 Win

When the '49 lacrosse season
entered its early stages, Hopkins
• (Continued from Page 8)
and Army loomed as co-favorites and Cox's double . manufact
ured
for the collegiate stictc title with this brace.
After Washington had stretched
Navy rated as the dark horse. By
their lead to 5-0 in the top half
last Saturday night the early seaof the fifth frame on a walk and a
son convictions were affirmed.
pair of gift infield hits, Hopkins
Playing on the neutral Home- made its first, last, and only offensive move of the day. This came
wood field, the Black Knights
in the home half of the 7th session
from West Point battled to a 6-6 when,
after Schlerf had fanned.
tie with a powerful Mt Washing- Tom Gaudreau clouted a home
ru
ton Club, '48 open champs. The to deep left. Bernie Baake th
Cadets combined speed, stamina, drew a charity trip to first,-mo
and an All-American goalie, John to second on a passed bali
Rust, who registered 22 saves, in third on a balk, and scored on
turning in the first up-set of the Weiner's single. This made
count a respectable 5 to 2, Was
young season.
ington, after 7 innings of play
Middies Pushing
and this was when everybody
Lacrosse news from Annapolis should have gone home.
headquarters showed that the
In the top half of the 8th the
Middies were also pushing their Sho'men put together five singles,
way to the fore .in the stick set- two errors by Baake in right field,
up. Crushing defeats to Williams, one by Weiner behind the plate,
Virginia, Harvard, and Yale and a wild pitch, and another boot by
a 13-7 win over depth-loaded Duke third baseman Lou Koerber for
indicate the potency of the Blue big runs, removing the element of
contest from the afternoon's enand Gold.
The Tars are faced with their tertainment.
Overplaying the rele of villain
only stern test of the year in their
a bit, Washington went on to tack
closing seasons battle with their
on an extra three run's worth of
service rivals. The possibility of
trimming in the 9th before Gene
a tie for the intercollegiate title
Amaral, who had relieved Miller
is therefore, strong, as wins for
in the midst of the 8th inning
both Navy and Hopkins over Army
bombardment, got the side out.
will cause the failure of schedul- Ken
Sullivan, taking over fo
ing a Hopkins-Navy game to re- Coakley,
set the Jays down in or
sult in a tie for intercollegiate der the final two
innings, and tiltlacrosse honors.
murder was over.
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Maryland-DC Chapters
Writer Probes "Homewood Villa" Of ASCE Meet Here

Mystery House

sion of the Johns Hopkins Unitury looked like. The people now versity.
When it does, Dr John C
living there must depend upon gas
lighting and the original plumbing French, librarian emeritus of tke
university, sincerely hopes that
this charming old lady of BaltiFurniture Unchanged
more homes "will be spared from
The furniture an design are undemolition."
interestchanged. One of the most
ing objects is a beautiful oval

By BEN HERMAN

The Maryland-District of Co- this country deeing the next 20
Within the shadows of the
lumbia Conference of the Student years. He then passed to the treJohns Hopkins University stands
Chaplers of the ASCE met Satur- mendousajob to be done iu the rest
Homewood Villa—a picturesque
day, April 9. at The Johns Hop- of the world where some 500,souvenir of Baltimore in the
000,000 people exist at starvation
1850's.
kins University.
Richard
Professor
to
According
land and working
After a short address of welcome levels althongh
Howland, Chairman of the Deforces are ample for a much highCivil
the
by Professor Thompson of
partment of Fine Art at the HopI er living standard.
Engineering Department, a talk 1
kins; the villa was constructed bathtub.
Since most of the industrial desometime in the mid 1850's by
was given by A Amirikian of the velopment and technological skill
Who designed the villa? That's
William Wyman, prosperous BalBureau af Yards and Docks, Navy of the world is.concentrated in this
something no even the art extimore merchant.
Department. His subject was the country, the development of the
perts know for certain. It is beUnique Architecture
lieved, however, that Ricli`ard UpThe Hopkins Chapter. of the development
thin-shelled -con- rest of the world offers both a
"The structure at Homewood, a john, a famous New York archi- United World Federalists, two
which oc- great opportunity and a challenge
forms
structural
crete
fine version of the Italian Villa tect and churchman, planned the adult chapters in Baltimore and
to the young engineer.
curred during the steel shortage
style, is unique in American archi- structure at Homewood.
the Goucher College chapter are
The schools represented in the
tectural history," he explained.
of the war.
conference were Catholic UniverThe style of the Wyman house planning a series of programs to
There is another house of simiTour Conducted
sity and George Washington Unibears a striking resemblance to inform the public of the aims and
lar design at Newport, Rhode Isother villas definitely known to purposes of the organization and
an inspec- versity of Washington, D C, the
afternoon
the
During
land but this one built by Wyman
have been designed by Mr; Upjohn its legislative proposals.
tion tour of the Baltimore Sewage University of Maryland and The
is by far the best and the least
The Goucher group, together
during this period.
Disposal Plant at Back River was Johns Hopkins University. The
country."
touched in the entire
with the Goucher International
It
Built
Wynn:kris
made. The tour afforded the Sal- meeting was the eighth of the
Not Popular
Relations Club, has arranged a
built
who
family,
Wyman
The
of the other schools an op- series and the third held at Johns
dents
The Italian Villa style was never
occupied the meeting featuring Dr Otto Krau- portunity to observe the methods Hopkins.
originally
villa,
the
and
country,
this
very popular in
shaar, president of Goucher Colstructure called Hometreatment used here.
it came into its own only during Georgian
lege. Hopkins students have been of sewage
wood House, the historic Carroll
Dinner was held at the Stafthe late forties and early fifties of
invited.
Mansion.
•
the last century.
Dr Kraushaar will speak on the ford Hotel at 7 p m. Professor
Legend has it that Mr. William
Tailors and Dyers
Hubbard of the Civil Engineering
The interior of the Wyman resithe death of his topic, "Toward World Governdence is in excellent condition but Wyman, after
Department, the toastmaster, kept
will
be
The
ment."
held
,meeting
Press Same Day
not consider Homethe years have been none too kind father did
evening, May 10. at Cath- the group entertained. The speakTuesday
3 Day Cleaning
wood House ". . . a place suited
to the outside of the house. Exerine Hooper Hall, St Paul and er of the evening, Dr Abel Wolof his standing so he
need
.the
to
for
rain
the
Engi& 32 St. BE. 4413
and
sun
Paul
Sanitary
St.
of
posed to the
man, professor
Twenty-fourth streets.
Homewood Villa."
almost 100 years, the orange and built
The groups are also sponsoring neering at Hopkins, began in a
When Wyman married he took
aqua colored roof has faded cona lecture by Edgar Ansel Mowrer, light vein but became serious when
******ir*** ****** **.*
his young bride to the new resisiderably.
author, columnist, radio commen- he began his topic, "Jab Opportunyear
the
In
Homewood.
at
dence
Pigeons Dwell There
tator and internationally known ities for Engineers."
a widower lecturer.
The upper floors are not in use 1894, Wyman was
Wolman Spoke
quietly in thevilla" with
He will be the featured speaker
at the present time—a handful of "living
spoke first of Tre
Dr
daughter.
Wolman
his
Registered Pharmacist
at a meeting Tuesday evening,
pigeons being the sole occupants.
in
Daughter Is Owner
May 17, at the regular Goucher vast amount of work required
One of the most prominent feaSt. Paul-and 33rd Sts.
Mrs Helen D Rollins, the daugh- College assembly at Catherine
tures of the structure is the gray
and
present
Wyman
William
of
ter
Hall.
Towers
Hooper
skyward.
juts
tower that
EASTER CARDS
PRESCRIPTIONS
A mass rally will be held at
of this type were sometimes used owner, has not resided at Homethe
May
Although
1912.
Lyric
Monday,
since
wood
Theater
the
as observation posts.
LUNCHEONETTE
GIFTS
Homewood villa will provide villa is retained by Mrs Rollins 23 at 8. P. M. The meeting willl
nationseveral
by
in
clause
addressed
the
be
Wines and Liquors
the answer for those curious peo- under a life interest
The Cottage Gift Shop
pie who wonder what the well Wyman will, the property will I ally prominent speakers. The pub4,
tie
elf
:t 112
A
reennionnt
furnished homes of the past cen- I eventually become IL° the posses- I lic is invited to all meetings.

V W F Groups
To Give Aims
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ST. PAUL CLEANERS

MOS

FRANCIS T. FINK

With fans who know...it's
"MEET ME TONIGHT IN DREAMLAND" (Signature Record)
•Alan Dale, a top-ten phono favorite, gives out
with the solid dream musk. Yes, for starry-eyed
dancing, just ask for Alan Dale's new number. And

CAMELS
ARE A LONG-TIME
FAVORITE WITH ME,
TONI/ I KNOW HOW
MILD A CIGARETTE riA.
CAN BE/

for mild, flavorful smoking pleasure, just ask for
Camels! Take it from Alan —"Camels are a grand
smoke... a cool, mild smoke!"

MILD IS RIGHT, ALAN,
I KNOW,T00, BECAUSE I
MADE THE CAMEL 30-DAY
TEST./ AND CAMELS
TASTE SO GOOD!

lbw

In a recent test of hundreds of people who smoked

only Camels for 30 days, noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION

due to smoking

Here's Alan Dale chatting over
a Camel with lovely Toni Arden. a
well-known phone star herself.
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Tau Beta Pi Selects 21 Members
Tau Beta Pi, national engineering fraternity at the Hopkins, held
Its spring inatiation last Wednesday in Remsen 1.
Twenty-one members—six seniors and 15 juniors—were tapped.
The prime requisite for election
Is that the student be in the upper
fifth of his engineering_ class. Selection is also made on integrity
and breadth of Interest both inside and outside engineering.
Following the initiation ceremony, a banquet was held in Levering Hall for students, alumni,
and faculty members. Paul Robbins, director of the fraternity
Fellowship Program, delivered the
address. His topic was "Profes-

sional Organization of Engineers."
Present officers of the chapter
are Walter D. Schmidt, President;
L Brent Mathews, Vice-President;
Charles E. Meginnis, Recoviing
Secretary: Albert Reisz, Corresponding Secretary, and George H.
Stiegler, Jr., Treasurer.
Other activities carried out by
the chapter during the year were
a Freshman Smoker in the Fall,
an instruction rating survey of the
engineering school, and the publication of-Tau Bate Topics, a news
bulletin which was sent to all
alumaus members of the chapter.
The new initiates did most of the
work on the latter.
The seniors initiated were Carl

Bergstrom, Harold Burgan, Joseph Fay, Carroll Heck, Henry
Lummis, and Howard Waugh.
Juniors include Irving Basil,
Charles Brunsman, Joseph Carter, Albert Chandler, Ambrose
Chlada, Malcolm Denton, Donald
Frey, Allen Gates, William Green.
Eugene McCord, Walter Pfarr,
Charles Powell, George Walter,
Louis Windsor, Robert Yeager.

"FRONT PAGE"

A play and elections will
be conducted by I2FA at the
group's next meeting. Beth
Tfiloh congregation will offer
the facilities for the groups
gathering at 8:30. Sunday,
April 24.

The
Outstanding Broadway
SUCCESS
May 6t1 -7th at 8:30 pm
in the

ROTC AUDITORIUM
Presented By

TiteBaimvuoteips
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"My cigarette is
Chesterfield
because they're
so MILD."

ttamtit
STARRING IN

"ALIAS NICK BEAL"

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

' mat

SPORTS
MIERICR'
S
of
The TOP WIEll CHESTERFIELD
smoke
Chesterfields
smoke
BEN HOGAN
MUCH MILDER.
MILDER
because they're
Chesterfields satisfy."
Take it from me
Aays..."I

MAKE

YOURS THE MILDER

Cupyriglx 1949. Lic.c.en & 141reas Totacco

CIGARETTE

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTERFIELDS
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE -BY LATEST NATIONAL SURVEY

